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FOREWORD

ST9 G+O pumps are state-of-the-art in durability and performance. Following the instructions herein for
their maintenance and service will yield the greatest longevity and minimal downtime.

DANGER

Danger is used to indicate the presence of a hazard, which will cause severe
personal injury, death or substantial property damage if the warning is ignored.

WARNING

Warning is used to indicate the presence of a hazard, which can cause severe
personal injury, death or substantial property damage if the warning is ignored.

CAUTION

Caution is used to indicate the presence of a hazard, which will or can cause
minor personal injury or property damage if the warning is ignored.

NOTICE

Notice is used to notify people of installation, operation or maintenance
information which is important but not hazard related.
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SECTION 1
DANGER NOTICES
DANGER

Please read and follow all safety guidelines laid out hereafter. Pressure pumps necessitate a high level of
caution and expertise to operate safely.
TO AVOID PERSONAL INJURY, DEATH AND/OR EQUIPMENT DAMAGE, PLEASE READ THIS
ENTIRE DANGER NOTICE SECTION AND THE REMAINING MANUAL SECTIONS PRIOR TO
OPERATING OR MOVING THE PUMP SYSTEM.
learn the upper performance limits of this
Contact a ST9 G+O service representative if you
system. The system should not be operated
are unable to comply with any of the danger
beyond its stated capacity, nor should
notices or procedures described in these
modifications be made before consulting directly
documents. Use the pump performance data to
with ST9 G+O.
COVERS AND GUARDS

DANGER

Moving parts are covered or otherwise guarded to keep personnel from potential harm.
All covers and guards should be secured prior to operation.
Covers and guards do not only protect personnel, but also protect the system from contamination
intrusion.
EQUIPMENT MOVING AND LIFTING

DANGER

The use of proper lifting equipment utilized by qualified and competent operators is necessary to safely
moving and lifting heavy equipment like this pump system. All lifting equipment should be properly rated
and inspected to be in good condition before application.
Many individual components have lifting
eyes or lugs, which must not be used to
lift completed assemblies, as they are designed to bear the weight of the individual component
only.
PUMP SERVICING

DANGER

Do not attempt to service, on the pump while the unit
is operating. Shut off the pump drive
engine and relieve the fluid pressure
in the suction and discharge systems
before any work is performed on the pump systems.

Arrest the crankshaft and make sure the pump cannot turn before service. Make sure all power systems
connected to the pump are locked out and tagged out. During operation, watch for any leaks from the
system. High pressure fluids from inside the pump can kill, so take care while in operation. The chemicals
used in proppant can also pose risk to operators so take care in their presence.
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SECTION 2
SPECIFICATIONS
PUMP DESIGN
The XGEN 2500 quintuplex pump consists of
two major assemblies: power end and fluid
end. The gear reduction components are built
into the power end. Either two assemblies can
be separated and serviced individually.
POWER END
The power end design is a fabricated steel
frame made from high-strength steel plate.
Unique internal geometry innovations provide for
superior durability and performance.

NOTICE

The direction of rotation must be
such that if the crankshaft is viewed
from the side of the input shaft, it is
rotating counterclockwise.

The crossheads and crosshead-guides are
full-cylindrical design for optimal lubrication and
minimal wear. The connecting rods are
automotive derivatives. The
connecting rods are accessible through the
rear of the pump, and the crossheads
through the front of the pump. The
crankshaft is forged steel with six cylindrical
roller-bearings. The main bearings consist of five
floating and one fixed bearing.
The crankshaft and crossheads are on the
same centerline. The fluid end is affixed to the
power end by the twenty stay-rods.
The power end is fully sealed to contain
the lubricant oil, collecting the oil and
draining out the bottom skin through two
NPTF weld-let connections. This is a dry sump
pump. An external oil sump and lube
pressure and filter system is required.
GEAR REDUCTION COMPONENTS
The internal gear reduction is achieved by two
helical bull gears attached to either end of
the crankshaft, and one pinion shaft
with helical pinion gears on each end. The
overall ratio of the reduction gear unit is
6.353:1

POWER END AND GEAR REDUCTION
COMPONENTS LUBE SYSTEM
Both the internal gear reduction components
and the power share a lubricant oil inlet. The
power end inlet is located on back near the
bottom of the pump. The rear main oil bar is
charged thusly, and a total of seven hoses are
fed off this bar. The five crossheads are oiled
through these hoses which span from the rear to
an overhead position. The pinion bearings and
crankshaft bearing are fed by the remaining
hoses, and the remainder of the reciprocating
assembly is lubricated on this path as well.
Oil is removed from the power end through
two primary drain connections in the bottom
of the frame. Oil passages at the forward
part of the frame members allow the
crosshead cylinders to drain to the power
end sump. Oil is also drained from the gear
covers through drain holes in the outside
frame plates. These drains are all combined
together and empty into the main drains in
the bottom of the pump frame. From here, it
exits to an external oil sump. The two bull gears
are oiled by oil jets located inside the gear
covers.

NOTICE

It is extremely important to maintain
some downward slope in the entire drain
system back to the lube reservoir.
Superior materials and innovative internal
geometry advances aside, the fluid end is a
conventional quintuplex valve-over-valve
arrangement. Plungers can be removed through
the front suction caps, and packing can be
removed and replaced through removal of the
rear gland packing nut.
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XGEN 2500 w/ XGen 4.5” Fluid End
PERFORMANCE RATING
Power Rating: 2500HP
Plunger Stroke: 8”
Power End Weight (lbs): 11,325
Fluid End Weight (lbs): 5,423
TOTAL Pump System Weight (lbs): 16,748
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SECTION 3
INSTALLATION, OPERATION, AND
MAINTENANCE
DANGER

Read all
safety rules and precautions before
attempting to operate the pump.

This section deals with preparation of the pump
following shipping or storage of the pump, the
user supplied lubrication system, pump break in,
recommended lubricants, and routine
maintenance schedule.
PREPARATION AFTER SHIPPING AND
STORAGE
All pumps are shipped dry and therefore
must be flushed with light weight oil before
operating, regardless of duration or method of
storage. Pumps are not prepared for storage
and are intended to go into operation as soon as
possible.
If the pump must be stored for an extended
duration:
1. Clean and flush both the fluid end and
power end with rust preventative. Make
sure the rust preventative will not clog
the lube lines in the power end.
2. Remove the breather from the power
end and plug the hole.
3. Apply rust preventative to all exposed
metal on the power end.
4. Plug all lube inlets and outlets on the
exterior of the power end.
PUMP MOVING INSTRUCTIONS
DANGER
Take care when moving your ST9 pump system.
The system has different lifting points depending
on whether a completed pump system with a
fluid end or just a power end is being lifted.
Please refer to the diagrams below.
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PUMP MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
Follow this procedure to shim the feet of the
pump. This will require the use of (4) Grade
8, 1 hex head screws with lock washers to
secure the pump frame.
1. Set the pump on the mounting location.
2. Either a bolt or stud and nut combination
of Grade 8 with lock washers must be
used. Thread size is 1” 8-UNC B7.
3. Install a bolt on the two rear corners of the
power end, snug not tight.
4. Measure the gaps at the bottom of the
power end. Allow for no greater than
0.1mm difference in mounting feet height.
5. Shim the high foot of the power end if
necessary.
6. Install the remaining two bolts.
7. Torque the bolts to 475 ft/lbs.
8. Couple the pinion input shaft and couple
with driveshaft.
9. Drive shaft angle should be no greater
than 5 degrees.
10. Drive shaft key and coupling is sized
according to drawings below.
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POWER END LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Proper lubrication system furnishing is critical to
the functioning of the power end. This system is
designed for a minimum sump capacity of 75
gallons. All other components should be chosen
and applied with care given the critical nature of
the system.
Lube Pump
A positive displacement pump is required to
supply the power end. Gear type pumps have
demonstrated reliable performance for similar
applications and are recommended. Use the
largest suction port available for the selected
pump size to maximize performance.
Lube System Requirements

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Use a positive displacement lube
pump. Gear types are suggested.
Use the largest suction port that will
fit the given pump.
Flow velocity should not exceed
2ft/second.
Use a strainer three times larger
than necessary for the flow.
ASTM Grade 220 Oil is
recommended for the majority of
applications.
Oil cleanliness requirements are ISO
15/13/10.
Target oil pressure is 125 psi. Max
180 psi, low alarm 40 psi. Low
pressure warning devices are highly
recommended.
Maximum oil temperature should not
exceed 175F.
Target oil flow from the pump is 40
GPM.
Vacuum pulled at the lube pump
inlet should not exceed 4 psi.

PLUNGER / PACKING LUBRICATION
The fluid end plungers are lubricated separately.
This system is not supplied with the fluid end.
Recommended lubricant:
STARTUP AND NEW PUMP RUN-IN
PROCEDURES
1. Begin lubrication of the power end.
2. Prepare lubrication of the fluid end.
3. Remove the top inspection covers on the
power end.

4. Begin operation of the system at the
lowest RPM possible and without
supplying pressure to the fluid end.
5. Inspect that lubrication is flowing properly
through the power end.
6. Increase to maximum RPM.
7. Inspect all oil pressures and return flow to
the reservoir.
8. Begin to supply plunger lubricant to the
fluid end. Run the system at low speed to
bleed any remaining air.
9. Run system at 80-90 strokes/min and 20%
of maximum pressure for 30 mins.
10. Increase pressure by 20% and repeat for
30 mins.
11. Repeat until 100% pressure for 30 mins is
complete.
12. Shut down system and allow it to cool.
Check all major fasteners for tightness.
13. Change out oil filters, screens, and the oil
itself.
14. Repeat Step 13 every 15 hours of
operation until break in is complete.
15. Repeat Step 13 every 80-100 hours of
operation after Step 14.
PERIODIC ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
SCHEDULE
After completing break-in, following this
maintenance schedule will ensure the greatest
service life of the pump system.
Daily Routine Maintenance Tasks
1. Check oil levels.
2. Monitor oil pressure, minimum of 40 psi.
3. Check vacuum gauge, maximum of 4 psi.
4. Listen for indicators of consumable
component wear like abnormal noises
during operations.
5. Check packing nut tightness and packing
lubricant system.
Monthly (100 hour) Routine Maintenance
Tasks
1. Replace oil filter and screens.
2. Check for leaks and repair them if found.
3. Check fluid end consumables in case
replacements are needed (valves, seats,
packing).
4. Check exterior seals on the power frame.
Quarterly (300 hour) Routine
Maintenance Tasks
1. Change system oil, filters, and screens.
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2. Check major fasteners between the fluid
end, power end, and mounted
vehicle/platform.
3. Grease any exposed metal on the system.
4. Change desiccant breather on power end.
5. Check all sensors and gauges for proper
operation.
6. Check all oil system warning devices for
proper operation.
300 Hour Bearing Inspection Guidelines
1. Remove the connecting rod caps.
2. Inspect journal bearings.
3. Replace if any of the following are
present:
• Excessive heat or burning signs
• Deep and excessive scoring
• Heavy wear/thin cross section
• Bearing spalling or losing
material
4. Inspect the throws of the crankshaft for
similar damage.
5. Inspect the main roller bearings and
internal structure of the frame for any
damage or irregularities.
Make this inspection every 300 hours until experience justifies going to longer
inspection intervals.
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SECTION 4
SERVICE PROCEDURES
DANGER

Before any attempt to work on pumps,
read all safety rules and precautions.

DANGER

Only qualified and specially trained
personnel should perform work
on this pump.

DANGER

Proper capacity hoist and lifting
devices are required to work on this
pump.
FLUID END SERVICE
Fluid End Removal and Installation
1. Disconnect suction and discharge iron
from the fluid end. Also remove the
plunger lubrication lines, and any
extraneous sensors or gauges.
2. Remove the clamps marrying the
plungers and pony rods.
3. Move the plungers as far into the fluid
end as possible.
4. Affix lifting devices to the fluid end.
Make sure the hoist is taught, but only
enough to hold the fluid end’s weight.
5. Remove the twenty nuts on the end of
the stay rods holding the fluid end onto
the pump.
6. Pull the fluid end straight off of the
pump, taking care not to damage the
threads on the end of the stay rods

5. Torque the nuts in a pattern that begins in
the center, and moves outward,
alternating between top and bottom and
left and right.
Plunger and Packing Replacement
1. Remove the front suction cap from the
fluid end,
2. Remove the suction plug.
3. Uninstall the spring retainer.
4. Loosen the packing nut.
5. Remove the plunger clamps.
6. Remove the plunger through the front of
the fluid end.
7. The packing nut and all packing
components may now be removed from
the rear of the fluid end,
8. Inspect all components involved.
9. Install new packing components in the
correct order.
10. Reinstall the packing nut, tighten all the
way to seat packing material in bore.
11. Loosen packing nut.
12. Tighten packing nut by hand until it
recontacts seated packing.
13. Tighten one quarter turn, or until the
packing nut is 1mm deeper into the fluid
end.
14. Mark nut and then loosen
15. Reinstall plunger.
16. Tighten packing nut back to marked
torque.
17. Reinstall clamps, suction caps and
plugs, and extraneous equipment.

NOTICE

This is an opportune time to inspect the
stay rods. Their connection between the
fluid end and power end is a critical part
of the pump system.
To reinstall the fluid end proceed as follows:
1. Clean the ends of the stay rods and
apply either anti-seize or grease to the
threads.
2. Slide the fluid end onto the stay rods
until contacting the tension sleeves.
3. Install the two outermost top nuts, hand
tight only.
4. Install the rest of the nuts.
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Valve and Seat Replacement
1. Remove both discharge and suction
caps and plugs.
2. Remove discharge valves and springs
by hand.
3. The discharge seat can now be
removed by a seat puller tool.
4. Remove the suction valve spring
retainer. This can be done with a sharp
stab downward at the back end of the
retainer body.
5. Remove the suction valve and spring.
6. Remove the suction seat with seat
puller.

7. Thoroughly clean both seat tapers.
8. Install suction seat.
9. Install suction valve. Tamp down on top
of valve 3-5 times with a heavy bar to
provide initial seating.
10. Install spring and spring retainer.
11. Install front suction cap and plug.
12. Repeat seat installation for discharge
valve and seat assembly.
13. Reinstall all plugs and caps.

POWER END SERVICE

DANGER

Before attempting to service the
power end of the pump, the following
safety precautions must be observed:
1. Shift the pump transmission into
the neutral gear.
2. Shut off the pump engine and
remove the key from the ignition
to prevent starting the engine
inadvertently.
Disassembly
1. Follow conventional safety procedures when shutting down the driver and disconnecting
the pump system.
2. Take care when lifting and moving the system and make sure to use the correct lifting
points if the fluid end is still attached to the system.
3. Move the pump to a service area and disconnect the fluid end as previously instructed.
4. Begin by removal of the stay rods. Stay rods should be inspected for twists, cracks, or
other damage. Stay rods can be removed with a pipe wrench. Difficult stay rods may
require heat to unthread.
5. To remove the side covers, first remove the exterior oiler plumbing and fittings. Then
support the side cover with a choked sling wrapped under it from above. Once the
weight is supported, remove all of the cover’s bolts. The cover can now be slid off the
oiler bars and separated from the power end.
6. Remove both the back cover and the top covers including the central cover w/ desiccant
breather. The power end’s major components are now exposed for servicing.
Crossheads
1. Break loose the pony rod bolts, but do not remove. Leaving the pony rod attached
ensures that the assembly is more balanced for removal and lifting.
2. Remove the nuts connecting the conrods to the rod cap knuckles.
3. Pull the crosshead forward until it stops.
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4. Through the back of the power end, prop up the conrod so that it is inline with the rest of
the crosshead assembly and can be slid forward.
5. Before the crosshead has been fully removed through the front of the power end,
support it with a sling or similar lifting implement. As a full assembly with pony rod and
conrod, the optimal lifting point is in line with the wrist pin.
6. Remove the pony rod bolts and pony rod.
7. With the pony rod removed, the aluminum slug on top of the wrist pin set screw will be
exposed. The slug can be removed with a pick or similar implement.
8. Now remove the wrist pin set screw with a 0-5/16” Allen bit.
9. The wrist pin can now be slid out of the assembly. Light taps may aid its removal.
10. The crosshead and conrod can now be separated.
11. Remove the bolts and retaining clips for the crosshead thrust bearing.
12. The thrust bearing can be removed with light taps from a plastic or wooden implement
(any material unlikely to damage the crosshead) on one side until it has rotated up to the
point where it can be removed from the crosshead by hand.
Reassembly
1. Make sure the crosshead is as clean as possible before installing the replacement thrust
bearing. Seat the thrust bearing evenly in its place.
2. Install the retaining clips and bolts. Use a red threadlocker on the bolts.
3. In a cross pattern, alternating inward to outward, torque them to 90 ft/lbs.
4. To remove the conrod wrist pin bushing and install a replacement, a press must be
used.
5. Generously coat the crosshead thrust bearing with an assembly grease.
6. Install the conrod into the crosshead.
7. Coat the wrist pin in assembly grease.
8. Make note of the orientation of the wrist pin’s set screw holes and line them up with the
corresponding holes in the crosshead.
9. Slide the wrist pin into the crosshead. Make sure there is an even amount of space on
either side.
10. If the wrist pin has been installed correctly, the wrist pin set screw can be installed
through the front of the crosshead.
11. Apply red threadlocker to the wrist pin set screw.
12. Screw the set screw all the way in, and then back it off one quarter turn.
13. The wrist pin should have a small amount of play back and forth, but not be fixed in
place, or able to slide all the way out. Either of these conditions indicates an improperly
installed set screw.
14. Install the aluminum slug on top of the set screw. If the slug will not sit flush in the face of
the crosshead, this also indicates an improperly installed set screw.
15. The pony rod can now be installed on the crosshead assembly.
16. One bolt can be installed simply to hold the pony rod onto the assembly for now.
17. Install the crosshead, conrod first, back into the power end. Make sure that the oil
groove is facing upwards.
18. The crank can now be spun to pick up the conrods and the conrod cap nuts installed.
19. Apply red threadlocker to the nuts and torque in a star pattern to 250 ft/lbs.
20. Now that the assembly is secured, the pony rod bolts can be installed and torqued.
Apply red threadlocker to the bolts and torque to 330 ft/lbs.
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Bull Gears
Disassembly
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove lockwire from bolts.
Remove bolts from bull gear.
Remove bull gear key set screw.
Using a slide hammer, remove bull gear key. Do not attempt to remove key before steps
1, 2, and 3.
5. Through one of the radial holes, sling the bull gear and support its weight.
6. Slide the bull gear off the crankshaft nose.
7. Repeat on other side.

Assembly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Clean the drive-side crank nose and apply assembly grease.
Install the drive-side bull gear, taking care when meshing with the pinion gear teeth.
Generously coat the drive-side key and keyway with anti-seize.
Bull gears come timed, keys should be retained and reused if at all possible.
If not, install a straight key in the drive side keyway. A few light taps may be necessary.
High difficulty implies damage or the presence of foreign debris.
Now that the crankshaft and pinion shaft are connected, care must be taken to rotate the
crank so that when the second bull gear is installed and meshes with the pinion shaft
gear teeth, that the keyway lines up.
Install the follow-side key. If the factory key cannot be reused, a key of the same offset
must be used.
Install the four bolts in each bull gear. Red threadlocker must be applied to the bolts.
Torque the bolts in a cross pattern to 1100ft/lbs.
Lockwire should be reapplied to the bolts as a precaution.

Pinion Shaft
Disassembly
1. Attach lifting device to pinion shaft drive-side.
2. Remove the follow side pinion bearing cup using the jacking holes.
3. Slide the now exposed bearing side out of the power end a few inches. Do not fully slide
the shaft out of the drive side bearing cup.
4. Use a torch or alternate heating implement on the follow side bearing. Follow all safety
guidelines.
5. Once the bearing has reached the sufficient temperature(~250F), the bearing will slide
off. Some light taps with a mallet may be required.
6. Remove the bolts for the drive side pinion bearing cup.
7. The pinion shaft can now be slid out of the power frame and moved to a service area.
Assembly
1. Heat a pinion bearing to ~275F and install it on the drive side of the pinion shaft.
2. Allow bearing to cool.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Install the drive side pinion bearing cup onto the bearing with assembly grease.
Install the lifting device.
Clean and grease the surfaces in the power end where the bearing cups will sit.
The pinion shaft can now be guided into the power end. Take care to match bolt hole
alignments between the pinion cup and the power end body.
7. The pinion cup can be aided in installation by the application of guiding bolts and taps
with a hammer or mallet.
8. Once the pinion shaft is fully inside the power end, install the bolts for the bearing cup,
Use red threadlocker and torque to 185 ft/lbs.
9. Slide the pinion shaft a couple inches further to give greater access to the follow side.
This will aid in follow side bearing installation.
10. Like in step 1, heat a pinion bearing and slide it onto the follow side of the pinion shaft.
11. Allow bearing to cool.
12. Install follow side pinion bearing cup onto the bearing.
13. Slide the pinion back into place while guiding the cup into the power end.
14. Install the remaining bolts as in step 8.
Crankshaft
Disassembly
1. Remove the bolts and washers holding the retainer ring on the drive side of the
crankshaft.
2. Either remove the rod cap knuckles or wedge them in an orientation where they do not
protrude past the edge of the crankshaft throw.
3. Install the crankshaft lifting device.
4. Guide the crankshaft out of the power end and move it to a service area.
5. Remove all five rod cap knuckles.
6. Remove all roller bearing retaining fasteners.
7. To remove the roller bearings, heat must be applied with a torch or other heating
implement. Follow all safety guidelines.
8. When sufficient heat is reached, the bearings will slide off the journals. If the crank is
hung with the fixed bearing down, the six bearings will be able to slide over each journal
and off the crankshaft.
9. Stand the crankshaft up, with the fixed bearing shouldered journal down.
10. Install half of the bearing retainer fastener on the bottom end of the second lowest
journal.
11. Heat a crank roller bearing to ~275F.
12. Slide the bearing down over the journals till it rests on the half-fasteners from step 9.
Light taps from a mallet given by a spotter may be necessary to assist the bearings
travel.
13. Repeat steps 9-11 till all five floating bearings are installed.
14. Allow bearings to cool.
15. Apply full fasteners to all five floating bearings. Use red threadlocker and torque to 40
ft/lbs.
16. Prepare to reinstall rod cap knuckles by cleaning the throw journals and applying
assembly grease.
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17. Join each rod cap together and install the four bolts. Use red threadlocker, torque in a
cross pattern to 330 ft/lbs.
18. Wedge the rod cap knuckles in the same manner as step 2.
19. Lay the crank down horizontally and install the fixed bearing.
Outer Race Installation
1. The outer races that match the five floating bearings and one fixed bearings must be
stored with dry ice for no less than five hours to fall to a sufficiently low temperature.
2. Like in crankshaft step 9, half of the fasteners should be installed so that races can be
inserted from the outside in.
3. Sufficiently cold races installed with enough care will slide into place by hand. Slight
misalignments may necessitate taps with a mallet or other percussive instrument.
4. Once all six races are installed, install the full fasteners. Use red threadlocker and
torque to 40 ft/lbs.
Crankshaft Reinstallation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Attach the lifting device to the crankshaft on the fixed bearing side.
Thoroughly clean the crankshaft and the outer races.
Apply assembly grease to the crankshaft rollers and the outer races.
Guide the crankshaft into the power end from the drive side.
Once the crankshaft is home, apply the retaining rings and outer retainer fasteners. Use
red threadlocker and torque to 80 ft/lbs.
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SECTION 5
TROUBLESHOOTING
Pump overloads drive engine.
1. Pump pressure or speed is too high.
• Reduce pump speed and/or pressure.
2. Blockage or closed valve in discharge line
• Clean the line or open the valve
3. Plunger size is incorrect.
• Install plungers of the correct size.
4. Bypass conditions are incorrect.
• Double check system arrangement is correct.
No fluid delivery.
1. Pump was not primed.
• Prime the pump.
2. Air pocket in the suction piping.
• Purge suction line.
3. Clogged suction piping.
• Clean suction line.
4. Suction or discharge valves in fluid end propped open
• Remove obstruction holding valves open.
Discharge pressure low.
1. Worn out valve.
• Replace valve.
2. Valve propped open.
• Remove obstruction.
3. Cavitation in pump.
• See cavitation, fluid knock, or hammer problem below.
4. Suction pressure low.
Suction pressure low.
1. Fluid supply level low
• Ensure charging pump function.
2. Weak charging pump
• Increase charging pump output.
3. Fluid flow is hindered.
• Remove debris from suction line.
4. Gauge is incorrect.
• Recalibrate or replace gauge.
Cavitation, fluid knock, or hammer.
1. Suction system arrangement is improper.
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• Check for issues in suction setup.
2. Low suction pressure.
• See above
3. Pulsation damper or suction stabilizer not in use.
• Apply either device.
4. Defect damper or stabilizer.
• Replace either device.
5. Exceeding temperature or viscosity limits.
• Reduce pump speed.
6. Fluid vapor pressure too high.
• Increase NPSH.
7. High head acceleration.
• Increase size of supply line and decrease supply line length.
8. Air or gas in fluid being pumped.
• More time is needing for settling in supply tank
9. Air entering suction line
• Repair suction line
10. Air entering charge pump.
• Tighten or replace the shaft seal.
11. Air entering or charge gas venting from stabilizer.
• Recharge or repair stabilizer
12. Multiple pumps operating in phase.
• Use separate lines or one stabilizer per pump.
Suction or discharge line vibrations.
1. Lines not stabilized.
• Install support or vibration hangers.
2. Pump cavitating.
• See above cavitation section.
Crank oil temperature high.
1. Ambient temperature too high.
• Use a heat exchanger.
2. Improper oil used.
• Change oil to recommended type.
3. Overloading pump.
• Reduce pressure or pump speed.
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Knock in power end.
1. Loose plunger clamp.
• Tighten loose clamp.
2. Loose tools atop power end.
• Check for tools when safe to do so. Remove if present.
3. Gear reduction component failure.
• Follow pump shutdown procedure. Remove side gear covers and inspect gear
teeth for failure or signs of fatigue. If signs are found, consult Section 4 of this
manual.
4. Bearing failure.
• Follow pump shutdown procedure. Remove back cover and inspect. If signs of
bearing failure are present, remove pump from service and consult Section 4 of
this manual.
Excessive valve noise.
1. Pump cavitation.
• See cavitation.
2. Valve damaged or worn.
• Replace valve.
3. Broken or worn valve springs.
• Replace springs.
Packing leakage.
1. Packing or plunger worn.
• Replace worn part.
2. Packing gland nut wiper seal worn.
• Replace wiper seal
3. Packing gland nut loose.
• Tighten packing gland nut.
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Product Warranty
GENERAL WARRANTY AND LIMITATIONS
ST9 Gas + Oil LLC (the "Company") warrants to each original retail purchaser ("Purchaser") of its new
products, assemblies or parts from the Company or its authorized distributors that such products are, at
the time of delivery to the Purchaser, made with good material and workmanship. No warranty is made
with respect to:
1. Any product which has been repaired or altered other than by ST9.
2. Any product which has, in the Company's judgment, been subject to negligence, accident, improper
storage, improper installation, operation or application. (Examples: over-pressure, sand-outs, cavitation,
corrosion, erosion or degradation).
3. Any product which has not been operated or maintained in accordance with the recommendations of
the Company.
4. Components or accessories manufactured, warranted and serviced by others.
5. Any reconditioned product .
WARRANTY PERIOD
The Company's obligation under this warranty is limited to repairing or, at its option, replacing, during
normal business hours at an authorized service facility of the Company, any part or assembly which in
the Company’s judgment proves to be defective in material or workmanship within the applicable
Warranty Period as follows.
1. New power ends are warranted for twelve (12) months from date of delivery to the Purchaser.
2. New fluid ends are warranted for three (3) months from the date of delivery to the purchaser.
3. Expendable fluid end parts, including, but not limited to: valves, valve parts, packing, liners and
pistons, are limited to manufacture defect only.
PRESERVATION ASSEMBLIES DESTINED FOR STORAGE
Any pump assembly not immediately installed or destined to be in storage or in transit for periods of
time greater than three (3) months must be prepared for storage as defined in the Company’s Long
Term Storage Procedure. This includes but is not limited to:
•

Drain and thoroughly clean inside power end crankcase.

•

Spray rust inhibiting oil on all bearing, machined and inside surfaces of the power end.

•

Induce clean gear oil into any circulating pump, filter, heat exchanger and piping.

•
Remove valves, seats and plungers from the fluid end. Thoroughly clean and dry these parts and
all internal surfaces. Coat all cylinder bores, valve covers and reusable expendable parts with rust
preventative.
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•
Flush all water, and contaminants from pump, tanks, hoses, and spray nozzles. Spray all
components with a rust inhibiting oil.
•

Rotate pump every 30 days to insure bearings are oiled.

In addition, at the expense of the Purchaser, any pump assembly that was prepared for storage must be
inspected by an authorized agent of the Company before being put in to service. Without limiting the
other provisions of this warranty, the warranty on a pump assembly will be void if (a) the Company
determines that the pump assembly was not properly stored, or (b) the Company determines that
Purchaser did not strictly follow the Company’s Long Term Storage Procedure, or (c) the pump assembly
is not inspected by an authorized agent of the Company before being put in to service.
LABOR TRANSPORTATION AND INSPECTION
The Company will provide labor, by Company representative or authorized service personnel, for repair
or replacement of any product or part thereof which in the Company's judgment is proved not to be as
warranted. Labor shall be limited to the amount specified in the Company's labor rate schedule. Labor
costs in excess of the Company rate schedules caused by, but not limited to, location or inaccessibility of
the equipment, or labor provided by unauthorized service personnel is not provided for by this
warranty.
The Company’s obligation under this warranty shall not include transportation charges, cost of
installation, duty, taxes, or any other charges and/or fees.
Replacement parts provided under the terms of this warranty are warranted for the remainder of the
Warranty Period of the product upon which installed to the same extent as if such parts were original
components.
The Company may require a third party analysis in order to identify if a request for warranty claim meets
the requirements of this warranty. Customer authorization is noted on the warranty claim form. Upon
disposition, costs associated with analysis are to be covered by responsible party, Company or
Purchaser, based upon results.
DISCLAIMER
Except as to title, the foregoing warranty is the sole and exclusive warranty of the Company. The
Company hereby assigns other manufactures’ warranty or guaranties, if any given to Company by such
manufacturer, but only to the extent the Company is able to assign such warranty or guaranties. The
Company has not authorized any party to make any representation or warranty other than as expressly
set forth herein. SELLER HEREBY DISCLAIMS AND EXCLUDES ANY OTHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR
STATUTORY WARRANTIES, ARISING BY OPERATION OF LAW OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
COMPANY MAKES NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER (EXPRESS,
IMPLIED OR STATUTORY), OF LAW OR OTHERWISE, ON ANY EQUIPMENT, COMPONENT PARTS OR
ACCESSORIES SOLD HEREUNDER THAT ARE NOT MANUFACTURED BY COMPANY.
NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE FOREGOING WARRANTY SHALL BE THE
SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY AVAILABLE TO THE PURCHASER. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, SHALL THE COMPANY’S TOTAL LIABILITY ARISING IN
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CONNECTION WITH ANY PURCHASE ORDER EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF ANY SALES OR OTHER PROCEEDS
RECEIVED PURSUANT THERETO. IN ADDITION, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, SHALL THE COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR LIQUIDATED, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EXPENSES OR COSTS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS OR FACILITY DOWNTIME, HOWEVER CAUSED AND EVEN IF THE POTENTIAL
OF SUCH DAMAGES WAS DISCLOSED AND/OR KNOWN.
No statement, representation, agreement, or understanding, oral or written, made by any agent,
distributor, representative, or employee of the Company which is not contained in this Warranty will be
binding upon the Company unless made in writing and executed by an officer of the Company.
This warranty shall not be effective as to any claim which is not presented within 30 days after the date
upon which the product is claimed not to have been as warranted. Any action for breach of this
warranty must be commenced within one year after the date upon which the cause of action occurred.
Any adjustment made pursuant to this warranty shall not be construed as an admission by the Company
that any product was not as warranted.
WARRANTY REQUESTS
Products to be returned for warranty analysis shall be approved for return in writing by the Company
prior to shipment.
The warranty claim form must be filled out completely by Purchaser and submitted to Company before
a claim can be processed (attached). Failure to provide a completed warranty claim form prior to the
product arriving can result in automatic claim dismissal.
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